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ABSTRACT

1

Despite much recent progress, Web page latencies over cellular networks remain much higher than those over wired networks. Proxies
that execute Web page JavaScript (JS) and push objects needed by
the client can reduce latency. However, a key concern is the scalability of the proxy which must execute JS for many concurrent users.
In this paper, we propose to scale the proxies, focusing on a design
where the proxy’s execution is solely to push the needed objects
and the client completely executes the page as normal. Such redundant execution is a simple, yet effective approach to cutting network
latencies, which dominate page load delays in cellular settings. We
develop whittling, a technique to identify and execute in the proxy
only the JS code necessary to identify and push the objects required
for the client page load, while skipping other code. Whittling is
closely related to program slicing, but with the important distinction that it is acceptable to approximate the program slice in the
proxy given the client’s complete execution. Experiments with top
Alexa Web pages show NutShell can sustain, on average, 27% more
user requests per second than a proxy performing fully redundant
execution, while preserving, and sometimes enhancing, the latency
benefits.

Web pages have, over the years, evolved from simple and relatively
static pages to ones that are feature rich and customized to individual user preferences. This evolution, however, has made them
significantly more complex [17, 33], with most pages comprising of
tens to hundreds of static and dynamic objects (images, cascading
style-sheets (CSS), JavaScript (JS) files, etc.) downloaded from multiple domains. Consequently, today’s Web page download process
involves many HTTP request-response interactions, each triggered
due to the parsing of, or interpretation of one or more objects on
the page. When network latencies go up, as is typically the case
with cellular networks, the page load times increase significantly
degrading user experience. Users, on the other hand, have come to
expect an interactive experience to the point where studies show
revenue losses due to poor responsiveness [1, 3, 4, 24].
Many recent attempts [27, 44], most notably SPDY [27] which
has shaped the recent HTTP/2 standard [32], has attempted to address protocol level limitations with traditional HTTP. HTTP/2 and
SPDY seek to accelerate page loads by allowing for multiple outstanding requests in parallel on a single connection, and supporting
out-of-order delivery of responses. However, the performance improvements of these protocols in the real world are mixed [25, 55].
A key reason is that the objects needed for the page to load cannot
be requested in parallel because of complex dependencies in pages
(Figure 1b). To overcome this limitation, the protocol allows the
server to push objects to the client without waiting for explicit
client requests. However, server push requires explicit identification of objects that can be pushed. This constraint is non-trivial
since many Web pages require parsing/executing HTML, CSS and
JS to identify the associated objects.
Recent proposals suggest the use of a powerful, well-connected
proxy that can emulate (part of the) client functionality, including JS execution, and push the required objects to the client. The
proxy’s functionality (and hence complexity) can vary depending
on the solution. In one approach [42, 52], the client performs all of
the functions of a traditional client, while proxies perform redundant execution, merely to identify and push objects needed by the
client. In another approach, the proxy generates a “rendered” page
that the client can display with minimal work [6, 11, 56, 62]. Here,
proxy computation is not redundant, and client-side processing is
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INTRODUCTION

completely [6, 11, 62], or partially [56] eliminated. Results show
that both redundant and non-redundant execution can significantly
reduce page load times. While non-redundant execution promises
additional benefits by reducing or eliminating client-side compute,
it may result in additional latencies on client interactions [51] for
the complete elimination approaches, or additional complexity associated with migrating execution state mid-flight from the proxy
to the client for the partial elimination approaches.
Regardless of the proxy design choice, their benefits are at the
cost of significant additional computational overheads, a dominant
component of which is JS execution. Deploying such proxies at
carrier-scale to millions of users requires that the computational
overheads of the approach be economized (our measurements indicate a server with 32 cores and 128 GB RAM can support 2000 users,
which translates to $2.5 Million in CAPEX alone for a million users
assuming $5000 per server). Motivated by this scaling challenge,
in this paper we focus on minimizing the proxy computational
overheads in general, and JS execution in particular. We tackle this
challenge in the context of redundant execution, since it is simple,
allows for responsive client interactions and is well-suited for cellular settings where the network constitutes more than half the client
latency (§2).
We present the design of NutShell, a system to tackle these challenges. NutShell leverages two key observations. First, the proxy
need not execute all JS code (e.g., UI-related code need not be
executed). Instead, only the subset of code necessary to identify
and fetch the objects to be pushed is executed (see Fig. 2 for a
detailed example). In other words, using terminology used in the
programming language community, only the backward slice of the
code [53, 58] related to URL fetching must be executed. Second,
while static analysis of JS code is a hard, open research problem
(e.g., [26, 34, 48, 54]), proxies can approximate the backward slice
since only the redundant proxy execution is affected. Because the
client performs the actual full execution, the client would directly
fetch any objects not pushed by the proxy, trading off client latency
for computation at the proxy without any correctness problems.
Since statement-level slicing is time-consuming, our approach,
called whittling, works at JS function granularity, turning off entire functions that do not affect the set of fetched objects. Thus,
whittling dynamically learns the slices by turning off function definitions – i.e. all the invocations of a function, whereas conventional
slicing selectively turns off individual invocations. The approach is
complicated by two issues. First, examining all JS functions would
be time-consuming. Second, owing to inter-function dependencies,
turning off two functions simultaneously may impact object fetching, although turning them off individually may not. We tackle
the first issue by exploiting the fact that a majority of JS execution
time is spent in a small fraction of heavy functions. We identify the
heavy functions via profiling and examine only those functions. Because identifying the optimal set of independent functions would be
time-consuming, we tackle the second issue with a greedy approach
of examining functions in the decreasing order of their execution
times, to grow a set of functions that may be turned off together.
Finally, despite the above optimizations, whittling at every page
load would be too slow to be effective. To that end, we exploit the
fact that although objects in a page change, the code is stable over

a period of several hours to allow profitable reuse of the same slice
over several loads of a given page.
Our contributions are:
• presenting the first effort to our knowledge for scaling executionbased Web proxy designs.
• proposing a dynamic learning scheme, called whittling, to compute approximate backward slices of object fetches at function
granularity; and
• proposing several optimizations to make whittling computationally efficient, practical and effective.
We conducted experiments with 78 pages from the Alexa Top
100 Web-sites. Our key results are:
• NutShell reduces JS computation by 1.33X in the median case, and
up to 4X for some pages. Further, the user requests per second
increases on average by 27% for a range of web page popularity
models, and upto 4X for some pages.
• The scalability benefits can be achieved while preserving, and
even exceeding the latency gains of a redundant execution approach. By combining redundant execution and whittling, NutShell achieves speedups in median page load times of 1.5 compared to SPDY and speedups of 20% compared to fully redundant
execution for 15% of the pages.
• Whittling can be computed in an online fashion. Through a longitudinal study we show that for 92% of the Web pages NutShell’s
whittling remain accurate (i.e., it pushes all the needed objects)
over 3-hour windows. Further, the whittled JS can be reused
across users due to large code overlap.

2

MOTIVATION

The overall client latency comprises compute delay (for parsing
and executing HTML, CSS and JS, and for rendering) and network
delay to fetch the required objects. For mobile devices over cellular
networks, which is our focus, the network component is a dominant
component of the overall latency. To see this, consider Fig. 1a which
shows the reduction in the Onload time for a mobile phone when
moving from a cellular LTE connection to a Wi-Fi connection for
20 top Alexa pages. The Onload time (OLT) is a common measure
of page load latency, and is the time from request initiation until
when the browser triggers an onLoad() event. Fig. 1a shows that the
OLT reduces by more than 50% for 53% of the pages, and by more
than 40% for 82% of the pages. Since the compute activity in both
cases is the same, these percentages directly relate to the network
component of the overall client latency. The network component
may in fact be higher because a portion of the latency with WiFi
could also be attributed to network activity.
A commonly used technique to reduce the network component
is push (which controls what objects are pushed to the client without explicit requests). A key difficulty with any push technique
is that owing to dependencies inherent in Web pages (Figure 1b),
objects required later in the page load process can be identified
only after the execution of prior objects (e.g., JS). A common approach then is to push objects whose URLs are embedded in the
root HTML (often referred to as embedding level 1 (or simply L1)
objects [55]). However, the approach is limited by the fact that L1
objects only constitute a subset of all objects. Further, since the
HTML may include objects from multiple domains, in practice not

Figure 2: Whittling Example

(a) % reduction in OLT for mobile page loads when moving from LTE to Wi-Fi.
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(b) Dependency graph of a page load – JS execution may
trigger further object fetches.
Figure 1: Motivation

all L1 objects can be pushed. In an execution-based approach, a
proxy [5, 6, 11, 42, 52, 56, 62] identifies all objects that the client
needs by parsing HTML and CSS, and executing JS. The proxy, with
much faster network connectivity, and secondarily faster compute,
can quickly identify and fetch the objects needed for a client’s page
load, and proactively push all the objects to the client, so the network delay associated with explicit client requests can be avoided
(§6.3 experimentally shows the latency benefits).
An alternative to a proxy-based execution approach is to observe
which objects are fetched across users of a page load, and push
those objects. Given that pages are often personalized, such an
approach can only push content common across users. To evaluate
the potential of this approach, we conducted a user study with 8
real users simultaneously downloading a series of landing pages
from Alexa top 100 (refer §6.4 for further details) and assume only
common objects fetched across downloads of the same page by
the 8 different users are pushed, with all other objects explicitly
pulled by each user. For 29% of the pages, the median % of objects
that must be pulled across user loads exceeds 55%, while for 50% of
the pages, the median % of objects that must be pulled across user
loads is 31%. This indicates that relying on historical observations
of objects across page loads can miss out on latency savings offered
by proxy-based execution since only a subset of objects can be
pushed by the proxy. That said, it may be possible to combine such
an approach with proxy-based execution as we discuss in §8.
Execution based approaches themselves differ based on whether
they eliminate client JS execution. Eliminating client JS execution

has the advantage of reducing client computation related delays,
but has associated trade-offs that we detail in §7. Regardless of these
differences, a common unaddressed challenge to all these designs
is the computation scaling bottlenecks associated with execution
based approaches. In this paper, we focus on tackling the proxy
computation bottlenecks in the context of redundant execution approaches [42, 52] which do not eliminate any client-side execution.
Instead, the proxy executes redundantly only for identifying objects needed by the client. As such, the client execution remains
unchanged except for seeing faster object fetches. We focus on redundant execution given its simplicity and effectiveness in reducing
network delay which dominates cellular client latencies.
Finally, a potential approach to reducing the computation requirements at the proxy is to only perform redundant execution
for a subset of the most popular pages. However, such an approach
can lose out on the latency benefits of redundant execution for a
large number of pages (as we show in §6.1). In contrast, our goal in
this paper is to reduce the proxy computation requirements, while
still preserving the latency benefits of redundant execution for a
larger set of pages.

3

NUTSHELL DESIGN

NutShell seeks to scale proxies based on redundant execution by addressing their primary computation bottlenecks. Given that browser
functionality such as rendering and display are not replicated at the
proxy, and parsing HTML and CSS is relatively light-weight, the
dominant portion of proxy computation is the execution of JS [12].
NutShell leverages the key insight that since proxy execution is
redundant, it suffices for the proxy to execute only the JS code necessary to fetch objects. NutShell’s central mechanism – whittling –
effectively removes JS code that does not affect the URLs fetched.
To illustrate the opportunity for whittling, Fig. 2 shows a concrete
example of the JS from an Alexa Top 100 Web page. A top-level
function (left side of Fig. 2) calls two functions (right half of Fig. 2).
One of the functions sets up the UI-related aspects of the page such
as span creation, button creation and addition of event listeners
to handle button clicks. This function does not affect the fetching
of objects. The second function fetches a number of images which
are displayed in the UI panels. The UI-related function (shaded
rectangle with dotted outline in the top-right corner of Fig. 2) can
be whittled at the proxy without affecting the set of fetched objects.
The top-level function and the image fetching functions (clear boxes

with solid outlines in Fig. 2) are in the backward slice of the fetched
objects, and hence must be preserved.
NutShell’s use of whittling is related to the area of program slicing, which has seen much research in the programming languages
and compiler community in the last couple of decades [53, 58]. Despite promising advances (e.g., [26, 34, 48, 54]), computing program
slices for JS code using static analysis techniques remains a hard
problem in general. Specifically, JS’s use of dynamic typing and
eval could result in backward slices whose sizes approach the size
of the original program, diminishing their effectiveness in reducing
computation overheads – one of our key goals.
Instead, NutShell employs dynamic learning of backward slices,
which involves comparing URLs fetched before and after statements of code are dropped. Although such an approach has been
explored in other contexts (e.g., finding language-independent program slices and for fault isolation) [15, 23, 61], NutShell’s context
presents unique opportunities. Unlike fault isolation where false
negatives (i.e., missing a fault) are unacceptable, in NutShell’s context it is acceptable to approximate the backward slice. Such acceptability arises from slicing being performed only on the redundant
NutShell proxy execution. Since the client performs the actual full
execution, any objects not pushed by the NutShell proxy could be
fetched directly by the client, trading off client latency reduction
opportunities for computation savings at the proxy.
We next describe NutShell’s whittling strategy which uses a
dynamic approach, but with the ability to tolerate imperfect (approximate) slicing.

3.1

Whittling individual functions

NutShell makes the design choice to whittle code at the function
granularity. The choice of function granularity is driven by the
opportunity-overhead trade-off; choosing fine-granularity (e.g.,
statements) may provide the ability to whittle additional code, but
may increase the overhead because each statement may have to be
individually tested. On the other hand, coarse-grained whittling
of entire JS files results in minimal benefits as most files cannot
be whittled if even a single function affects object loading. Further, the relatively-few JS files that can be whittled are typically
rarely-executed files that do not result in significant savings even
if whittled. Note that whittling eliminates all dynamic invocations
of the function. This implies that we are conservative in function
whittling; if even one invocation of the function affects URL fetches,
the function will not be whittled.
NutShell uses automated two-version testing to determine if
a function can be safely whittled while ensuring that all objects
needed for page load are fetched. Our mechanism generates two
versions of a page: (i) an unmodified full version ‘F’; and (ii) a partial
version ‘P’ produced by eliding the function under test by rewriting
the function to be an empty function. If both versions identify the
same set of objects for downloading, then the function under test
can be whittled because eliding it does not affect the objects fetched.
Determining the set of objects fetched by the baseline ‘F’ version itself poses interesting issues, since multiple interpretations
are possible regarding when a page load is considered complete.
Nominally, one can consider a page load to be complete based on
time bounds (e.g., after 30 seconds). Alternately, recognizing that

objects needed for an initial acceptable rendering of a page are
more critical to user experience than other objects, a page may be
viewed complete based on browser events (e.g., when the browser
onLoad event fires), when all above-the-fold content is loaded [7]
or when content with the highest utility to users is received[18, 35].
NutShell is agnostic about the metric of page load completion;
however, for any chosen metric, an appropriate signature, must be
extracted, which is the subset of objects fetched by the ’F’ version
that serve as a baseline of comparison for the whittling tests. To
be concrete, we use the browser onLoad event to determine page
completion. We run the ‘F’ version many times till onLoad and use
the intersection set of objects fetched in each run as the signature
of the page. Doing so ensures the signature only contains objects
always fetched before onLoad (note that in any given run, additional
URLs may be fetched incidentally as a consequence of asynchronous
JS). NutShell may be extended in the future to accommodate other
notions of page completeness.
Our two-version test outcome determines whether the function
may be safely whittled (i.e., the signature matches) or not (i.e., there
is a mismatch). Note that even in cases where there is a match, there
may be other side-effects due to function whittling. For example,
whittling a function may give rise to errors because some objects
(which would be defined in the whittled function) are undefined.
Such errors impose some minimal overheads as the errors must be
caught/handled (often with a nominal error message output to the
console). Such errors do not affect our technique as (1) our focus
is solely on whether all the objects in the signature are fetched,
and (2) we fully include the overheads of error handling in our
measurements.
All of NutShell’s two-version testing is performed in a recorded
environment. The first access to the page by the proxy (where all JS
is executed) is recorded, and all testing of JS subsets occurs by replaying the recorded page in a deterministic manner [8, 42, 52]. Doing
so ensures the whittling tests are not impacted by randomization,
and date/time-dependent code which may complicate ascertaining
whether the differences between the F and P versions are because
of whittling or because of variability.

3.2

Whittling across functions

With the above mechanism, we can test any individual function
to determine if it may be whittled. However, directly using the
approach to test all functions has two weaknesses. First, Web pages
often have hundreds of JS functions, many of which are rarely invoked. Testing them all increases overheads without commensurate
benefits. Second, there are often dependencies among JS functions
that prevent collective whittling of multiple functions even though
each function may be whittled individually.
To avoid testing all functions, NutShell employs a greedy heuristic by sorting functions in the order of their computational work
(captured by execution time). We measure the work done in each
function by profiling a full JS execution. By testing functions in the
order of computational effort, we maximize the potential savings
from whittling. The greedy order is especially effective because we
observed that on an average 20% of JS functions account for 80% of
JS execution time across all Alexa top 100 pages. Fig. 3a shows the
percentage of functions that account for 80% of JS CPU-time for the

(a) Percentage of functions accounting for 80% of total JS execution
time.

(b) Walk-through example of NutShell’s Greedy Whittling.
Figure 3: NutShell’s Whittling Method

Alexa Top 100 pages(X-axis). Uniformly, we observe that a small
percentage (9%-38%) is enough to cover 80% of execution time. This
80-20 rule enables us to limit whittling to this percentage.
Handling Dependencies: Consider the following example taken
from an Alexa Top 100 Web page. The JS code contains two functions (say A and B) both of which invoke the jQuery initializer.
The jQuery initializer invocation impacts other URL-fetching code
and hence is needed. The other work in functions A and B are not
relevant for any URL fetch. When doing the basic whittling test,
we find that each function is individually safe to whittle because
jQuery initializer is still invoked in the other function. However,
when both functions are whittled, the jQuery initializer is never
invoked, which affects other parts of the JS code which fetch URLs.
The above example is one of many possible dependencies that
prevent whittling of large collections of functions. Because such
dependencies are hard to analyze, we take an empirical approach.
Specifically, we use the greedy order of function testing to grow a
set of functions that may be turned off together. We describe this
greedy algorithm using an example (Fig. 3b).
Fig. 3b assumes a Web page with the JS functions pre-sorted in
decreasing order of computation effort (f1, f2, f3, and so on). We
start with a two-version test against the full Web page load which
includes execution of all JS (‘F’ version in iteration 1 of Fig. 3b). If the
‘P’ version which whittles f1 results in the same signature as that
of the ‘F’ version, the function f1 is whittled/dropped from future
runs. Subsequent functions are further tested to see if they can be
whittled in conjunction with all the previously-whittled functions.
These secondary tests are an alternative two-version test in which
the F version is the JS code without all previous functions that can be
safely whittled (as determined by previous tests) and the P version
which drops the new function that is under test. (For example, in
iteration 2, the ‘F’ version whittles f1 because f1 is known to be safe
to drop from the previous iteration. The ‘P’ version additionally
drops f2 to test if f2 may be safely whittled.) Functions that can
be dropped without impacting the page signature are marked for
whittling; others must remain in the executed JS. In Fig. 3b, f2
cannot be whittled (because of signature mismatch when f2 is
dropped), but f3 can be whittled. This process continues to whittle
the JS code until all functions under consideration for whittling
are tested. NutShell’s greedy approach has the added advantage
that it minimizes the overheads of dynamic learning as the heavier
functions are whittled for a large fraction of tests. As a practical
matter, implementations may choose to filter the set of functions

that are considered based on (a) minimum work threshold, to avoid
examining light functions that do not provide significant benefits,
and (b) numerical limits, to bound the time overheads of whittling.
(In practice, NutShell tests up to 200 of the top functions till we
account for 80% of CPU work.)
NutShell’s greedy heuristic strategy does not allow for backtracking (e.g., by bringing back a dropped function); the set of dropped
functions starts with the heaviest function that can be whittled and
can only grow by adding other functions that can be whittled without dependency problems. As such, the result may not be optimal.
However, we show later that the greedy heuristic is effective in
practice. More sophisticated techniques to identify collections of
functions that may be simultaneously whittled, which we leave for
future work, can only improve NutShell’s results.

3.3

Amortizing overheads across page loads

The process of dynamically learning the whittled JS depends on
(1) the number of functions, which ranges from the low 10s to 200,
and (2) the time for each per-function two-version test, which is
typically a few seconds because each test is a page load (0.3-4s)
followed by signature comparison (<10 ms). For our evaluation set
of Web pages from Alexa Top 100 (§5), the average learning time is
213 seconds across pages.
The dynamic learning of JS whittling is not done for every page
load. Rather, NutShell performs whittling for the first page load,
and then re-uses the whittled code for all the common JS content
in a new load. §4 discusses how we implement such reuse. In this
section, we present an empirical study showing the feasibility of
such reuse. The study is based on a recording of 25 pages from the
Alexa Top 100 obtained every hour over a 24 hour period using the
approach described in §5.
For each page, we whittled JS based on the version recorded at
time t = 0. We extract the signature (the set of objects needed for
page load) for the t = 24hr recording based on a full execution of
all JS in that recording. We then determine the fraction of objects
in the signature fetched by the whittled JS code using whittling
learnt at t = 0. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding fractions. For all but
2 pages, 99% of the signature or higher can be fetched, indicating
whittling reuse is effective even over a 24 hour period for most
pages.
Note that while the JS is stable the page content is not. Fig. 5
shows the incremental differences in the page signatures at time
t = 0 and t = 24hr for the pages on the Y-axis. Objects that are

Figure 4: Fraction of signature URLs fetched by whittled JS at time
t=24hr using whittling learnt at t=0.

Figure 6: NutShell proxy architecture.

whittling over a 3-hour window of time while still retaining most
of the benefits.
We close with two comments. First, it is important to consider
reuse across users. We evaluate this further in §6.4. Second, rather
than relearning over fixed time intervals, NutShell may be augmented to re-learn whittling based on feedback from clients – e.g.,
the client may report the fraction of objects needed for page load
that was successfully received from the proxy. A low fraction across
multiple loads is an indication that the slices must be relearnt. We
do not further consider such feedback mechanisms given the effectiveness of a simple 3-hour reuse window in our evaluations
above.
Figure 5: Percentage of new and dropped URLs in the page signature
at t=24hr compared to t=0.

fetched at t = 24hr that were not present at t = 0 are shown on the
positive side. Objects that were fetched at t = 0 that were absent
at t = 24hr are shown on the negative side. Even though there is
significant churn in the Web page content over a period of 24 hours,
executing the same 24-hour-old whittled JS is effective at fetching
the changed content.
In practice, it is acceptable to relearn whittling over more frequent time intervals. For instance, reusing whittled code over a
3-hour window results in under 2% overhead (2% = 213s/(3hr ×
3600secs/hr )), for a learning time of 213s discussed above. Even
for the page which had more frequent changes (rightmost bar in
Fig. 4), changing NutShell’s learning frequency to once every 3
hours results in a larger fraction of objects being fetched.
For pages with dynamically changing JS, NutShell may lose some
of the CPU savings from whittling (and the resulting throughput
improvement at the proxy) because the functions identified for
whittling may not be present in the changed JS. To evaluate this
concern, we consider the fraction (%) of functions (X-Axis) that can
be whittled based on the t = 0 version, which are still relevant for
whittling at a later time across the pages. For the t = 3hr page load,
for 75% of pages, all functions can be whittled, while for another
15% of pages over 70% of functions can be whittled. Note however
that as Fig. 4 shows, client latency is not affected for most pages
because the proxy fetches and pushes all objects obtained from its
JS execution. Overall, these results show that it is viable to reuse

4

IMPLEMENTATION

Proxy implementation: NutShell involves extending the implementation of a proxy based on fully redundant execution to support
whittling. Prior fully redundant execution schemes, Cumulus [42]
and Parcel [52], use PhantomJS and Firefox respectively to parse
and evaluate HTML and CSS, and execute JS. A comparison of these
options indicated that PhantomJS has better scaling characteristics as it is a headless browser, which led us to employ PhantomJS
in NutShell. To reduce computational overheads at the proxy, we
disable the rendering and painting functionality which are not essential for identifying and pushing objects. We henceforth refer to
this baseline fully redundant proxy as FullRedEx.
Fig. 6 shows our NutShell proxy architecture, which extends
FullRedEx to support whittling. For each page that has undergone
whittling, NutShell maintains (i) the JS file name; (ii) the MD5 hash
of the file content; and (iii) the actual whittled version of the file.
We implement a separate stub module that intercepts requests sent
by the PhantomJS proxy to the server, as well as responses from
the server to the proxy. When a JS file is fetched, the stub code
intercepts the server response, and computes an MD5 hash of the
fetched object. The index is looked up to see if there is a whittled
JS file with the same hash associated with that main page. If so,
the whittled version of the file is retrieved and forwarded to the
PhantomJS proxy, which executes this version. The stub also pushes
the unwhittled code to the client.
We use an MD5 hash rather than just the file name to (i) ensure
JS content associated with that file name did not change; and (ii) to
maximize the reuse of whittling in cases where the same content
is fetched across runs but with slightly different URLs (a common

scenario in web downloads). In some cases, a JS file may have
undergone minor changes and functions that can be whittled in
the original JS code may still be whittled. As an optimization, the
index stores the list of functions that can be whittled for each JS
file. When the stub code receives a JS file that shares the same
name as an indexed file but with a different hash, it simply whittles
away functions listed in this index. While this involves some online
modifications to the JS file, the overheads of such modifications is
modest.
Like any execution-based proxy [6, 11, 52, 56], NutShell must emulate the client environment including parameters such as the UserAgent, screen width and height, viewport settings, and CSS3 media
query parameters like devicePixelRatio [59] since the requested
URLs may depend on these parameters. To achieve this, we use the
page APIs [31] (e.g., page.settings.userAgent, and page.viewportSize)
supported by PhantomJS. This is supported by most modern browsers
today. The client sends these parameters when it connects to the
proxy and requests the URL. The proxy dynamically creates a page
object, and sets these parameters as object properties. Further, the
proxy tracks the state of the objects (cache and cookies) stored
at the client. This enables us to fetch the right objects and avoid
transferring objects cached at the client. Like any proxy-based approach [6, 11, 52, 56], we handle HTTPS requests by assuming users
trust the proxy. Such trust may be facilitated by personalized proxies [19]. Alternately, recent proposals [39, 49] that extend HTTPS
to allow middleboxes to read or modify parts of the data could be
adopted as part of NutShell.
Client implementation: We implement the client as a custombuilt browser using Chromium WebView for Android 5.1.1 (rendering engine used by popular browsers). The browser accepts URLs
from the user and forwards the request to the main html alone to
the NutShell proxy. Further requests are intercepted and queued at
the client. The webview client waits for responses pushed by the
proxy, and when a response is received, matches it with a queued
request if it exists. The proxy sends a flag to the client once it is
done pushing all the objects required for the initial page load (§3.1).
Upon receiving the flag, the client then contacts the server to obtain
any remaining objects for the page load. We chose to implement a
custom-built browser rather than a standard browser to facilitate
the interception of client requests and to serve responses pushed
by the proxy.

5

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our evaluations compare NutShell with FullRedEx, a proxy that
does fully redundant execution of all JS code (§4). We evaluate the
effectiveness of NutShell in supporting more user requests per second by reducing JS computation at the proxy through whittling,
and its ability to preserve the latency benefits of FullRedEx.
Test set: Since web pages change over time, and to minimize the
impacts of variable server load, we used an open source record
and replay tool called web-page-replay(WPR) [8] to emulate real
web server. We recorded entire web pages including all constituent
objects using WPR by downloading from the actual webserver(s).
We then replayed the recording across all our experiments. We
recorded the pages using a phone to ensure that the mobile version
of the page is recorded. Note that many pages do not have separate

Figure 7: Experimental setup to measure (A) request throughput improvement; and (B) latency savings. For meaningful measurements,
throughput experiments were performed under load, and latency
measurements under a lightly loaded setup.

desktop and mobile pages, but use CSS3 media queries [59] to tailor
the rendering of the page content for different devices. In either case,
the right version of the page for the mobile device is recorded. For
NutShell, we use a commonly used JS formatting tool [2] to ensure
that functions (including anonymous ones) can be unambiguously
identified by their line numbers to facilitate whittling.
We chose the Alexa top 100 US sites [13] for our evaluation.
However, our final evaluation used 78 web pages for two reasons.
First, we conducted a large number of experiments with each of
our web pages, and found that ten pages did not trigger onLoad
in a large fraction of experiments. Given one of our evaluation
metrics depends on the onLoad event, we excluded these pages
from our evaluation. Second, recall that the first step in whittling is
to identify the most computationally intensive JS. While our proxy
implementation is based on PhantomJS (for reasons described in
§4), we are not aware of native profiler support for PhantomJS.
Consequently, we employed the Chrome V8 profiler [10]. Using
Chrome for profiling, and PhantomJS for slice testing and proxy
implementation sometimes resulted in differences in files fetched
and functions executed. Consequently, functions indicated by the
profiler sometimes could not be matched to appropriate functions
in the JS code.
This resulted in two issues: First, for 12 pages, none of the functions identified by the profiling step matched those actually executed by phantomJS. We excluded these pages from our analysis.
Second, for all pages, a subset of functions identified by the profiler
step could not be tested for whittling, limiting the amount of computation that can be saved through whittling (see §6.2). Fortunately,
the issues here are not fundamental to our whittling approach. The
availability of native phantomJS profiling support can both expand
the set of pages we can test, as well as potentially improve the
fraction of compute saved for all pages.
Measuring scaling benefits of NutShell: We measure the request throughput (user requests per second) under load that can
be served by each of NutShell and FullRedEx. Fig. 7(A) shows our
evaluation setup. Since we did not have enough mobile clients to
generate sufficient load for meaningful request throughput measurements, we synthetically generated simultaneous user requests
to saturate the proxy CPU by running many parallel instances of

PhantomJS. The requests from the PhantomJS instances were load
balanced across five WPR servers. We made a pragmatic choice to
use a commodity desktop with Intel i7 CPU @ 3.60GHz and 16 GB
RAM to run the proxies, so that the number of WPR servers needed
to handle the load was small. We accounted for impacts of initial
ramp up and the final ramp down times by running the experiment
for a sufficient duration. We ran this experiment across all the 78
web pages. We tuned the number of instances of PhantomJS and the
number of requests served by each instance for each web page to
ensure that the CPU was saturated for both NutShell and FullRedEx.
Setup for latency comparisons: To capture real-world impacts of cellular networks, our latency comparison experiments are
done using a Google Nexus 5 phone downloading web pages over
a live LTE network. In this experiment, we compared NutShell not
only to FullRedEx, but also to HTTP/1.1 browser (which we refer
to as Baseline) and to SPDY using a proxy [29] (which we refer to
as SPDY). The proxy honored the default SPDY priorities (HTML >
CSS & JS > images) set by our browser (Google Chrome).
We also compare NutShell to an approach that parses only the
main HTML of a web page and pushes all objects embedded in
the main HTML (which we refer to as Push_HTMLEmbed). We
use Push_HTMLEmbed to generalize SPDY’s server push when
configured with the commonly used embedding level 1 policy (§2).
Push_HTMLEmbed provides an upper bound on the latency benefits
of the above SPDY push approach because it also allows for pushing
objects spread across multiple domains whereas a SPDY server can
push objects only in its domain.
Ideally, our proxies would run in the packet core of cellular
networks. Since this was not feasible, we ran an instance of each
proxy on an Internet-facing server in a university campus (see
Fig. 7(B)). To account for the delay from the cellular core to a typical
web server, we emulate a round trip delay of 20ms between our
proxies and the WPR server. To account for the fact that cellular
networks use HTTP proxies [25], we also emulated the same delay
for Baseline at the WPR end. We selected this 20ms delay based on
measurements of delay when fetching the top 100 web pages from
a desktop client in a university campus.
We ensured that only a single user request is served at anytime
with all the schemes. We use a lightly loaded setup since our focus
was on evaluating the impact on latency by reducing JS computation
work at the proxy through whittling. Unlike request throughput
measurements before, latency measurements require light loading
to be meaningful. We expect that, in practice, these schemes would
be provisioned with sufficient proxy servers to ensure small queuing
delays.
We compared schemes both with respect to their Onload time
(OLT) (§2), and Speed Index [7]. Speed Index is a measure of how
quickly a web page’s content renders on the screen. It works by
calculating the completeness of a page at various points during the
page load. The completeness itself is measured by comparing the
distribution of colors at any instant with the final distribution after
the page load. We capture a video of the page load in each of our
experiments using the Android 5.1 screenrecord utility. Then we
use WebPageTest’s visualmetrics tool [60], to analyze the videos
and generate the Speed Index metric.

Figure 8: Overall increase in user requests per second with NutShell
across page popularity models.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Scaling benefits of NutShell
We begin by presenting the effectiveness of NutShell in supporting more user requests per second than FullRedEx (§4), whose
performance is representative of prior fully redundant execution
schemes [42, 52].
Since a proxy would be serving multiple web pages in practice,
the scaling benefits of NutShell depend on a combination of (i) the
popularity of pages; and (ii) the savings with NutShell for each page.
Formally, the overall benefits with NutShell may be computed as:
Õ
Õ
(
fi × (1/Rif ))/(
fi × (1/Rin ))
(1)
i

i

where, fi is the fraction of requests for page i, while Rif and Rin
are the number of requests per second that can be served for page i
under load with FullRedEx and NutShell respectively. We obtain Rif
and Rin through experiments with the setup described in Fig. 7(A).
Fig. 8 shows the increase in user requests per second with two
different models for web page popularity (fi ). The first model (Alexa
views) uses statistics on the number of requests to each web page
estimated monthly from Alexa traffic data [9]. The second model
(Zipf(α)) uses a Zipf distribution based on the Alexa rank of the
page as suggested by studies on web page popularity [14, 16], where
the number of accesses to a page of rank i is 1/i α . We also study
sensitivity to different values of the exponent α (a larger α increases
the fraction of requests to the most popular page). Fig. 8 shows
that across all models NutShell achieves fairly consistent average
improvement ranging from 27.2% to 27.89%.
To further understand these benefits, Fig. 9 shows the increase in
user requests per second achieved by NutShell over full JS execution
(Y-axis) for individual pages (X-axis), sorted by the access frequency
of the page. While NutShell provides benefits for most pages (with
a 12% improvement for the median page), the benefits exceed 34%
for 25% of the pages, and is as high as 100-300% for a few pages.
Further investigation shows the benefits with NutShell are most
pronounced for pages with (i) significant JS computation, and (ii)
where whittling can achieve significant reduction in such computation. For example, for www.facebook.com, the JS compute is
significant, and whittling reduces JS computation by a factor of
2, which translates to an increase in user requests per second by
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Figure 9: Increase in user requests per second with NutShell for each
web page.

Figure 10: Percentage JS compute contributed by all the functions
tested by NutShell, split as fraction that can and can not be whittled.

a factor of 1.43 compared to FullRedEx. NutShell achieves these
benefits while still pushing all objects in the signature (§3).
A potential alternative to NutShell that can provide equivalent
scaling benefits, is to only perform JS execution for a subset of the
most popular pages. However, this approach gives up latency savings associated with proxy execution for other pages. Specifically,
an analysis of Alexa web page popularities [9] indicates that the
top 23 pages account for 73% of accesses of the top 100, and the top
112 pages account for 73% of accesses of the top 1000 pages. This
suggests that to achieve the same 27% computation reduction that
NutShell provides, the selective execution approach can only perform JS execution, and hence provide the associated latency benefits
for 23 (112) pages. In contrast, NutShell can provide latency benefits
for 100 (1000) pages for the same computation requirements.

Effectiveness of whittling

Fig. 10 shows the percentage of JS computation (Y-axis) that can
be whittled for each page. Each bar corresponds to a page (sorted
by page frequency). The lower dark and upper unshaded portions
respectively correspond to the fraction of JS compute that can and
cannot be whittled based on whether the associated functions were
necessary for object fetches. Note that the numbers do not add
up to 100% – the remainder corresponds to functions that were
not tested by NutShell for reasons described in the next paragraph.
For the left most page, the lower and upper portions are 56% and
4% respectively. NutShell saves more than 25% of the overall JS
computation for half the pages and as much as 50-75% for 15% of
the pages (thereby incurring 2X-4X lower JS computation times).
While the benefits are already substantial, these reported savings
are conservative because they are based only on functions we were
able to test. There are two factors that limit tested functions: (i) only
heaviest functions that account for 80% of compute and at most 200
functions are tested for any page (§3); and (ii) mismatches between
the browsers used for the profiling and whittling steps implied
functions identified by the profiler could not be tested for whittling
(§5). The first factor was relatively minor – for 85% of the pages,
functions accounting for 80% of compute could be tested, while for
all pages, functions accounting for at least 62% of compute could be
tested. The second factor while more significant is not fundamental
to our approach, and can be handled in the future through better
profiler support (§5). Despite this factor, NutShell is still able to
achieve significant savings already. For half the pages, NutShell can
whittle over 50% of compute corresponding to the tested functions.
Further, we find the overall increase in user reqs. per second by
NutShell goes up to 40% if we only consider pages where functions
corresponding to at most 20% of JS compute cannot be tested due
to the second factor.
Finally, we have also considered JS computation that cannot
be whittled, and investigated the extent to which dependencies
required the function to be retained, though individual function
testing indicated the function could be whittled. Overall, we find
that savings lost due to function dependencies is not significant –
NutShell loses JS computation savings of under 10% for 90% of the
pages and at most 25% across all pages. Overall our results indicate
that whittling is effective in eliminating significant fraction of the
JS computation at the proxy without impacting objects fetched.

6.3

Impact of NutShell on client latency

We next present results comparing the latency of NutShell, with
FullRedEx as well as other schemes – Baseline, SPDY and
Push_HTMLEmbed (setup shown in Fig. 7(B)). To minimize the
impact of LTE network variability, we conduct multiple rounds
of experiments, with each round involving running latency experiments with all the schemes back-to-back. For each scheme, we
summarize results by the median OLT and Speed Index metrices
(§5) across the runs.
Fig. 11 shows NutShell’s speedup over each of these schemes
(ratio of median OLT with a scheme to median OLT with NutShell).
Fig. 12 shows the absolute reduction in median OLT with NutShell
We make several points. First, NutShell provides a speedup of 1.7
over Baseline and a speedup of more than 1.5 over SPDY for half

Figure 11: Speedup in median client OLT with NutShell
compared to other schemes.

Figure 12: Reduction in median client OLT with NutShell
compared to other schemes.

Figure 13: Median Speed Index with Push_HTMLEmbed and
NutShell. Each dot corresponds to a page.

the pages, and latency reductions of more than 2 seconds for 45%
of the pages compared to both schemes. Further analysis shows

the benefits over SPDY are more pronounced for pages with deeper
dependency graphs while the benefits are more limited for pages
with more shallow dependency graphs. This makes sense since
with SPDY the task of identifying object dependencies is still with
the client.
Second, NutShell provides a speedup of 1.24 over
Push_HTMLEmbed for the median page but the speedups exceed
1.5 for more than 15% of the pages. In absolute terms, this translates
to latency reductions of over 1 second for 25% of the pages, with
some pages seeing reductions of 6 seconds. These benefits may be
attributed to NutShell pushing all objects as opposed to a subset.
Finally, while NutShell and FullRedEx perform comparably for the
majority of pages, NutShell achieves speedups higher than 1.2 for
15% of the pages, and absolute latency reductions of over 1 second
for 10% of the pages. The differences arise since NutShell lowers
the OLT at the proxy since less JS computation is needed, which in
turn results in objects being pushed to the client earlier. Observe
that NutShell performs slightly worse for 34% of the pages, but only
10% of the pages see median OLT higher by 200ms, and no page
sees median OLT higher than 515ms. Likewise, NutShell achieves
latency benefits of under 500ms for 45% of the pages. We attribute
these minor performance differences to LTE network variability.
While the results above are based on the OLT metric, we found
trends generally consistent with the Speed Index metric. For example, Fig. 13 shows a scatter plot, with each point corresponding to
a page, and the X-axis and Y-Axis representing the median Speed
Index across the runs with Push_HTMLEmbed and NutShell respectively. A majority of points lie below the y=x line indicating NutShell achieves a smaller Speed Index (lower values represent better
performance), and a faster visual page load from a user perspective.
Likewise, comparing NutShell and FullRedEx, the Speed Index
metric results are generally consistent with OLT (not shown). NutShell achieves a lower Speed Index for 65% of the pages, while the
Speed Index is smaller with FullRedEx for 35% of the pages, with the
differences relatively small. Further, for most pages where NutShell
achieves significantly lower OLT than FullRedEx, the Speed Index
is lower as well. An exception is www.reddit.com, where NutShell
achieves lower OLT but a higher Speed Index. Further analysis
shows that page contains images that are shown above-the-fold,
yet fetched after onLoad. Since our current NutShell implementation derives a signature based on objects needed for a page load
event (as discussed in §3.1), NutShell whittles away a function responsible to fetch one of the images. Consequently, this object is
not pushed by the NutShell proxy, and must be fetched directly by
the client from the server. This issue is not inherent to whittling
itself – for instance, if a signature were based on above-the-fold
content, then, NutShell would retain necessary code, and ensure all
necessary objects are pushed. Interestingly, for a few pages, notably
www.ups.com, we found that the same phenomenon led NutShell to
whittle code that fetched an asynchronous JS object and not push
that object. In this case, NutShell performed better in both OLT and
Speed Index by avoiding compute delays associated with the JS,
since the object did not impact above-the-fold content.
Overall, these results show that beyond the primary benefit of
achieving higher throughput compared to FullRedEx, NutShell can
not only match the latency benefits but provide substantial latency
improvements for some pages.

Table 1: Implications of proxy execution architecture choice

Prioritization
Compression
Push
Reduce Client JS
Complexity
Scalability
bottleneck

Figure 14: JavaScript code overlap across users.

6.4

Re-using whittling across users

§3.3 has shown the feasibility of reusing whittling across page loads.
In this section, we study the feasibility of reusing whittling across
users by analyzing common JS content among users. To this end,
we conduct a user study with 14 landing pages from the Alexa top
100 pages. Each of these pages were downloaded simultaneously
by 8 real users, all using the Chrome browser, but with diverse
browsing profile. Further, the users corresponded to 4 different
<OS,location,devicetype> settings, where the OS was Linux or Windows, location was within Purdue University, or external, and the
devicetype was either a desktop or a laptop. Choosing one user as
a baseline, we compare the JS files of all other users to this baseline
classifying them into three categories: (i) files whose MD5 hashes
match the MD5 hash of a JS file of the baseline user; (ii) files that
share the same file name as the baseline user, but with a different
MD5 hash; and (iii) files for which neither the MD5 hash nor file
name match any JS file for the baseline user. As discussed in §4,
NutShell can obtain full benefits with whittling for class (i) files, and
a significant fraction of the benefits for class (ii) files. We repeat
the analysis choosing different users as the baseline resulting in 56
user session data points for each of the 14 pages.
Fig. 14 shows a CDF of the % of JS that falls under the 3 classes
across all users sessions and all pages. More than 80% of JS files
have the same content across users (right-most curve) for half of the
user sessions allowing full reuse of whittling. Further, the middle
curve shows that for half of the user sessions, less than 18% of JS
files belong to class (iii), where whittling cannot be reused. Overall,
these results indicate significant common JS code across users and
the potential for significant reuse of whittling across users.

6.5

Redundantly pushed data

With any redundant execution approach [42, 52] including NutShell,
there may be differences in the URLs requested by the proxy and
the client (a) if the proxy does not emulate the client (§4) faithfully,
or (b) if the web page uses functions like Math.random() in JS to
generate a different URL in each run. In particular, the proxy may
push objects whose URLs are not requested by the client, thereby
resulting in wasted bandwidth. We measure the wasted data (W D)
as the percentage of bytes pushed by the proxy which are unused by

No
Execution
√
√

NonRedundant
√
√

Redundant

Subset
×
Low
None

All
√

All
×
Low
Compute

High
Compute

√
√

the client. We report average W D across all pages weighted by the
popularity of the pages (refer to §6.1). The weighted average W D is
18.4% with FullRedEx, and 18.3% with NutShell for the ’Alexa views’
model (§6.1), with similar results for other models. Further investigation shows a key factor impacting the results is that PhantomJS
currently does not support several HTML5 features (e.g. srcset attribute). This resulted in the proxy sometimes requesting different
URLs than the mobile client even though we emulated the mobile
user environment as described in §4. We believe that W D would be
lower as support for these features is implemented in PhantomJS, or
with an alternate browser choice for the proxy implementation. To
confirm this, we repeated the above measurements using a desktop
PhantomJS client and our results show that the weighted average
W D is modest with both FullRedEx and NutShell (8% and 7%) respectively. NutShell sees slightly lower W D than FullRedEx because
the proxy only executes the code required to fetch the signature
(§3.1), which sometimes excludes URLs that vary in back-to-back
runs.

7

RELATED WORK

Existing approaches to improving web page load can be classified
along two dimensions: (a) proxy based execution and (b) optimizations such as content push, prioritization (controlling the order in
which objects are sent) [18, 35, 41], and object compression [12, 50].
We discuss these below.
Non-redundant execution: As Table 1 shows, proxy execution
based approaches themselves may be classified into (i) non-redundant
execution; and (ii) redundant execution. Non-redundant proxybased execution can reduce the compute delay at the client. Some
implementations [6, 11, 62] eliminate all client side execution by
getting the proxy to render the page and pushing the rendered page
to the client. Though these approaches can reduce initial page load
times, eliminating client execution incurs latency on user interactions (e.g., mouse hover, clicks) since the JS processing of these
interactions must be done in the cloud [51].
A more recent approach [56] involves partial-elimination of
client-side JS code. Here, the proxy executes JS in a web page to
a point and then migrates state to the client. The client continues
the process from that point. Since the migrated state can become
large, these approaches re-execute part (idempotent operations) of
the CSS and JS code at the client. The migration of execution midflight from the proxy to the client makes partial elimination fairly
complex. It is further complicated by issues such as modifications
to the underlying JavaScript engine, browser consistency at the
proxy and client, and not supporting widely-used JS constructs

such as eval [43] prior to page load. A recent emulation-based
study [40] posits that mobile web latencies are compute-bound.
Our measurements on real LTE networks with mobile clients show
that the network is a significant component of latency (see Fig. 1a).
Consequently, the benefit of reduced compute delay while adding
network delay may be relatively small in latency-dominated cellular
networks.
Content Push: The benefits of server push over basic SPDY are
well known [55]. Klotski [18] does a limited form of push where
only static objects (invariant across users and multiple runs) are
pushed, with other objects pulled by the client. Recent works [30,
37] augment server push to ensure that the server does not push
objects already in the client’s cache. In contrast, we seek to solve the
harder problem of identifying all the objects relevant to the client
(including personalized content), and push those objects. With
NutShell, we improve the scaling of redundant execution proxies
to fully derive the advantages of push. Wang et al. [57] show the
benefits of pre-loading resources of a page through speculative
prefetching - we derive similar benefits through proxy-based push.
Compression, transformation and prioritization: Several popular browsers [5, 6, 12] reduce the size of data transferred by including support for data transformation and compression in the
cloud. However, compression by itself does not always lower latencies [12, 50, 51]. Klotski [18] reprioritizes content so that critical
content is delivered early by using a dependency structure of objects and user preferences. Incorporating user preferences may not
be easy in practice. Polaris [41] proposes dynamic re-prioritization
of object fetches by tracking fine-grained dependencies in Web
pages. For best results with Polaris, the page has to be served from
a single server. WebGaze [35] employs user gaze tracking to automatically identify critical content. Requiring users to submit to
gaze tracking may not be easy in practice, and it is unclear how the
approach will extend to highly personalized pages where users see
varying content. That said, NutShell is complementary to all these
above approaches, and all the mechanisms above may be readily
combined with NutShell.
Other related work: Beyond web pages, researchers [20, 21, 36,
38, 45–47] have investigated offloading code of generic applications
(e.g., compute intensive face recognition applications) to the cloud,
primarily to reduce computation time and save device energy. In
contrast, we explore redundant execution for networking-intensive
Web download. Tango [28] replicates execution at the client and the
cloud, and allows either replica to lead the execution depending on
which is faster during different phases of the application. Because
either replica may affect user-visible content, Tango is unable to
leverage approximation or to execute only a subset of JS code, which
are the two key optimizations that NutShell employs. NutShell’s
two-version testing has similarities to A/B testing. However, while
A/B testing is typically used to measure the impact of user-visible
changes on user behavior [22]. NutShell’s approach is an internal
method to determine if a function can be whittled; end users see a
single unmodified view of the Web page.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented NutShell, a proxy design that can
simultaneously (i) achieve low latency over cellular networks by

pushing all objects needed for a page load through redundant execution; and (ii) scale to support more simultaneous users by reducing
JS computation overheads at the proxy. NutShell achieves the above
through whittling – a novel technique to dynamically identify and
execute only a portion of the JS code necessary to identify and push
objects required for a page load. Whittling exploits the fact that
approximation is acceptable at the proxy, given the client executes
the full JS code. Experiments with 78 popular Alexa web sites reveal
that NutShell sustains 27% higher user requests per second on average than FullRedEx. Further, by combining redundant execution and
whittling, NutShell achieves speedups in median page load times of
1.5 compared to SPDY, and speedups of 20% compared to FullRedEx
for 15% of the pages.
In the future, we plan to investigate ways to achieve more scaling
for NutShell while keeping latency penalties small. A potential
direction is to tune our whittling technique to eliminate functions
only responsible for fetching a small number of objects. Another
interesting direction is to analyze the extent of personalization in a
page, and employ redundant execution for more personalized pages,
and push objects based on historical accesses for less personalized
pages. Finally, we also hope to further validate NutShell through
real-world deployments.
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